How do AMS Graduate Student Chapters support the mathematical community and beyond?

UC Berkeley
This Chapter maintains a Wiki page for its graduate students, with categories such as: Prospective Students, First-Year Students, Upper-Year Students, Qualifying Exams, Applying for Postdocs, and LaTeX Basics. Members also assist with the annual open house for prospective students, manage department excursions, and organize the peer mentor program between graduate students.

University of Texas at El Paso
The UTEP Chapter is one of the newest to join the AMS Graduate Student Chapter Program. According to current president Ebenezer Nkum, the chapter plans to “explore collaborations with the Data Science Section from SIAM (Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics); influence courses taught in the department; have each member attend (and present at) a conference; and provide training in SQL projects, publications, conferences, presentations, and internships.”

University of Toledo
Chapter organizers hold ongoing graduate student seminars virtually and in person, welcoming speakers from University of Toledo and from other schools across the country. They also enjoy coordinating and attending leisure activities including Pi Day and Trivia Night.

The Chapter Program makes meaningful contributions to the professional development of graduate students in the mathematical sciences and connects graduate students with AMS offerings.

www.ams.org/studentchapters